
1 John 3:1-3

1 "See what kind of love the Father has given to us, that 
we should be called children of God; and so we are. 
The reason why the world does not know us is that it 
did not know him. 2 Beloved, we are God's children 

now, and what we will be has not yet appeared; but we 
know that when he appears we shall be like him, 

because we shall see him as he is. 3 And everyone who 
thus hopes in him purifies himself as he is pure."
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Bertrand Russell  |  A Free Man’s Worship

"That Man is the product of causes which had no 
prevision of the end they were achieving; that his 

origin, his growth, his hopes and fears, his loves and 
his beliefs, are but the outcome of accidental 

collocations of atoms; that no fire, no heroism, no 
intensity of thought and feeling, can preserve an 

individual life beyond the grave; that all the labors of 
the ages, all the devotion, all the inspiration, all the 

noonday brightness of human genius …



Bertrand Russell  |  A Free Man’s Worship

… are destined to extinction in the vast death of the 
solar system, and that the whole temple of Man's 

achievement must inevitably be buried beneath the 
debris of a universe in ruins—all these things, if not 

quite beyond dispute, are yet so nearly certain, that no 
philosophy which rejects them can hope to stand. Only 
within the scaffolding of these truths, only on the firm 

foundation of unyielding despair, can the soul's 
habitation henceforth be safely built."



“Sucks to Be Us: Coming of Age in Post-Hope America”

Our generation is: 
delayed 
afraid 

immature 
independent 

fame and glory hungry 
weirdly apathetic when it comes to  

things outside of the internet 
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1 John 3:1

"The reason why the world does not know us 
is that it did not know him."



1.  Be a team member.

3.  Take a backpack.

2.  Be a mentor.




